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This paper focuses on Khorchin Mongolian, one of the main dialects of Mongolian spoken 
in eastern Mongolia in China. In this paper, I provide a basic vocabulary of Khorchin 
Mongolian with a brief phonological description in order to compare with other dialects of 
Mongolian and other Mongolic languages by using the wordlist compiled by Kuribayashi 
(1989). 
It is said that the Khorchin Mongolian language has been more influenced by Manchu 
or Mandarin Chinese than other dialects because of its geographical and cultural context. 
In this paper, we can find few words that were borrowed from other languages since this 
wordlist was so basic to compare the sound changes among the Mongolic languages. 
However, we can find several borrowed words from Mandarin Chinese in natural discourse, 








2. Phoneme inventory 




This paper focuses on the Khorchin dialect of Mongolian (hereinafter referred as 
‘Khorchin Mongolian’) spoken in China. Khorchin Mongolian is one of the main dialects 
of Mongolian, similar to Khalkha Mongolian spoken in Mongolia, or Chakhar Mongolian 
spoken mainly in Inner Mongolia, China. According to Chaganhada (1996: 1), though the 
data are a little old, there are over a million Khorchin Mongolian speakers. This means that 
Khorchin Mongolian has the largest number of speakers among the dialects of Mongolian 
in China.  
Khorchin Mongolian speakers mainly live in the eastern part of Inner Mongolia and in 
the so-called ‘Three East’ (Clausen & Thøgersen 1995: 7), such as Heilongjiang Province 
or Jilin Province. It seems that Khorchin Mongolian has many subdialects; however, it is 
difficult to classify and define subdialects in Khorchin Mongolian at the moment. It is well-
known that the Khorchin Mongolian has been heavily influenced by Mandarin Chinese as 
Hurelbaatar (2016) pointed out. 
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The data of this paper were provided by Mr. Chog (Wrt.Mon. čoγ; Chi. 朝克 chaoke), 
a native Khorchin speaker born in Manghan sum (Wrt.Mon. manqan sumu; Chi. 芒汗苏木 
manghan sumu), Khüree banner (Wrt.Mon. küriyen qosiγu; Chi. 库伦旗  kulunqi), 
Tongliao city (Wrt.Mon. tüngliyaü qota; Chi. 通辽市 tongliao shi), Inner Mongolia (See 
Fig. 1). I recorded the data on 10th September, 2014, in Tokyo. As mentioned in Yamakoshi 
(2015: 281), his speech seems to differ a little from the previous descriptions by 
Chaganhada (1996) or Bayančoγtu (2002). According to his own observation, he also 
mentioned that the language in his village (Manghan sum; blue pin in Fig. 1) differs from 
the language spoken in the central area of the Khüree banner or Tongliao city (black pin in 
Fig. 1). I assume that there are two primary reasons: 1) dialectal difference and 2) influence 
of ‘standard’ Mongolian, which is also known as ‘Barimǰaa’ or the Chakhar dialect. In Inner 
Mongolia, Mongolian residents can select to go to Mongolian elementary or high schools. 
Students are taught in standard Mongolian based on the Chakhar dialect at those schools. 





Fig. 1 The location of the Manghan sum and Khüree banner1 
 
2. Phoneme inventory 
Here, I briefly describe the phoneme inventory of Khorchin Mongolian. Khorchin 
Mongolian (which the consultant speaks) has 28 phonemes, namely, 18 consonants and 10 
vowels.  
 
1 The data of this map are provided by OpenStreetMap https://www.openstreetmap.org/ (© OpenStreetMap 
contributors). 
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The consonantal phonemes of Khorchin Mongolian are listed in Table 1.  
 
Table 1. Consonantal phonemes 
 Bilabial Alveolar Postalveolar Palatal Velar-Uvular 





 x [x ~ χ ~ kʰ ~ qʰ] 
g [ɣ ~ ʁ ~ k ~ q] 
Fricative f [ɸ] s [s] š [ʃ]   
Nasal m [m] n [n]   ŋ [ŋ ~ ɴ] 
Liquid  l [l ~ ɬ ~ ɮ] r [r] 
   
Glide w [w]   j [j]  
 
In Yamakoshi (2015: 281), it seems that stops, affricates, and fricatives (i.e. obstruents) 
have voiced/voiceless opposition both phonetically and phonologically; however, it would 
be better to say that stops and affricates are phonetically distinguished regardless of whether 
they are aspirated. This is because here I interpret the whole opposition of obstruents more 
simply. Both /x/ and /g/ are usually pronounced as fricatives ([kʰ] [qʰ] or [k] [q] 
sometimes appears, however), i.e., the opposition between /x/ and /g/ is based on 
voiced/voiceless. If we define the other obstruents (i.e., stops and fricatives) phonologically 
have non-aspirated/aspirated opposition, we need to add a new row to distinguish fricatives 
(having voiced/voiceless opposition) from the other obstruents having non-
aspirated/aspirated opposition. Here, I write like /t/ [tʰ] vs. /d/ [t] instead of /tʰ/ [tʰ] vs. /t/ [t] 
as used in Hanyu pinyin, the official romanization system for standard Chinese in mainland 
China, because this opposition is phonologically parallel to that of other obstruents. 
Previous descriptions such as Chaganhada (1996) and Bayančoγtu (2002), have failed to 
recognise the aspirated postalveolar affricate /č/ [ʧʰ]. However, I would like to add the 
phoneme /č/ [ʧʰ] opposed to /ǰ/ [ʧ] as we can find the opposition in the minimal pair, e.g., 
/xuč/ [xuʧʰ] ‘force; strength; power; might’ vs. /xuǰ/ [xuʧ] ‘incense’. I suppose that this 
opposition would be because of the dialectal difference, as I mentioned in section 1. 
The phonemes /p/, /f/, /w/ basically appear in loanwords. 
The vowel phonemes are listed in Table 2. 
If any vowel is pronounced longer [Vː], we think of it phonologically as /VV/: e.g., /æl/ 
[æɬ] ‘which one; which’ vs. /ææl/ [æːɬ] ‘family’. Every vowel has a long vowel in my 
observation. 
Table 2. Vowel phonemes 
 Front Central  Back 
High i [i] y [y ~ ɪ]  u [u] 
Mid-high    ʊ [ʊ] 
Mid e [e] ə [ə] ɶ [ɶ] ɔ [ɔ] 
Low æ [æ] ɑ [ɑ]   
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All the short vowels are usually weakened after the second syllable, as described by [ə].2 
In accordance with vowel harmony, I phonologically described such weakened vowels as 
/ɑ/ for the word that has /ɑ ~ æ ~ ʊ/ in the first syllable (e.g., /ɑbɑx/ [ɑβəx] ‘have; adopt’,  
/æǰɑl/ [æʧəɬ] ‘work’, /bʊdɑx/ [pʊtəx] ‘smear; paint’, etc.), or /ɔ/ for the word that has     
/ɔ ~ ɶ/ in the first syllable (e.g., /dɔgɔlɔŋ/ [tɔqələŋ] ‘cripple’, /ɶɶrɔlčɔɔ/ [ɶːrəlʧʰɔː] ‘near’), 
or /ə/, which has /ə ~ u/ in the first syllable (e.g., /əməgtee/ [əməktʰeː] ‘female (human)’, 
/ubdəx/ [uptəx] ‘sore; painful’). This is because it would be better to describe vowel 
harmony properly. However, it would be possible to consider all the weakened vowels after 
the second syllable as /ə/ [ə] as with the Chakhar dialect in Hurerubaatoru [Kürelbaγatur] 
and Kuribayashi (1997). At the moment, I think both these methods are acceptable. Further 
examination is needed to determine which analysis would be better. 
3. Wordlist of Khorchin Mongolian 
Here, I list the basic vocabulary of Khorchin Mongolian both by phonological and 
phonetic transcription. The entries of vocabulary are ordered by Kuribayashi (1989), who 
compiled and relisted the wordlist of Mongolic languages in Liu ed. (1981), Zhaonasitu ed. 
(1981a, b), Buhe and Liu eds. (1982), Zhong ed. (1982), and Daobu ed. (1983), all of which 
were compiled as Sketch grammar series of the indigenous languages in China (Chi. 中国
少数民族语言简志丛书 Zhongguo shaoshu minzu yuyan jianzhi congshu). It is better to 
use the wordlist by Kuribayashi (1989) as this list was compiled to compare the diachronic 
changes among the Mongolic languages in China. Therefore, to provide other data on 
various dialects, this wordlist was also used by other researchers, for example, Yoshiike 
(2000, 2001) who collected a basic vocabulary of Ööld Mongolian, and Yamakoshi (2003), 
who compiled a basic vocabulary of several Mongolic languages spoken in Manchuria (Old 
Bargu Buryat collected by Wuda et al. eds. 1985, Shinekhen Buryat, and Khamnigan 
Mongolian). For this reason, I also collected the Khorchin Mongolian basic vocabulary 
using this wordlist. However, some of the Khorchin Mongolian vocabulary I listed here are 
not cognate with the written Mongolian (the first column [Lat.]). Along with presenting the 
data here, I also construct a database of basic vocabulary of Mongolic languages on the 
Internet (Yamakoshi 2017–2020). 
Each row of the following list is listed in the order of the written Mongolian (transcription 
by Latin alphabet) [Lat.], phonological transcription, phonetic transcription, English 
translation [Eng.], number in Tokunaga et al. eds. (1979) [No. in AA 1979], and other 
remarks. In the column [Lat.], I used the following two marks: low lines (_) and vertical 
lines (|).  
 
2 It might be better to narrowly describe such weakened vowels as [ɑ̯] or [ɔ̯] instead of [ə]. 
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Low lines (_) in column [Lat.] indicate the split space of the spelling in written 
Mongolian. For example, the word ‘moon’ is transcribed in written Mongolian as ᠰᠠᠷ ᠠ 
(sar_a), which is separately written between r and a. In contrast, the word ‘month’ 
(although it is not listed here), is transcribed without being separated in written Mongolian 
as ᠰᠠᠷᠠ (sara). 
Vertical lines (|) in column [Lat.] indicate the boundary between a verb stem and a non-
past participle suffix. The non-past participle form is broadly used in the form of dictionary 
entries for Mongolian and many Mongolic languages. 
The column of [No. in AA 1979] indicate the number in Tokunaga et al. eds. (1979) 
which is a questionnaire for collecting basic vocabulary in undescribed languages of Asia 
and Africa. Tokunaga et al. eds. (1979) is also useful for collecting basic vocabulary; 
however, some lexical items in this questionnaire are not basic in Mongolic languages. 
Therefore, I only tagged numbers here rather than using this questionnaire. In addition, 
some numbers do not match the numbers in Tokunaga et al. eds. (1979). For any words that 
do not exactly match any entries in Tokunaga et al. eds. (1979), I noted the number of 
related entries that have superordinates or related meanings. For example, No. 98 in 
Tokunaga et al. (1979) is the word ‘horse’. However, Mongolian does not have a word that 
exactly matches ‘horse’ in English. Thus, I tagged number ‘98’ with subordinate words of 
‘horse’ such as ‘herd of horses’, ‘gelding’, ‘stallion’, ‘yearling’, ‘mare’, and so on. The 
other case is for related words. For example, we can find the entry ‘saddle’ (noun) in 
Tokunaga et al. (1979) as entry No. 1464. However, other related items of ‘saddle’ such as 
‘saddle gall’, ‘saddle leather’, 'strap for saddle’, or ‘saddle’ as a verb are not included in 
Tokunaga et al. eds. (1979). Subsequently, No. 1464 is tagged with these words. I noted 











ab|qu /ɑbɑx/ [ɑβəx] ‘have; adopt’ 310  
ab|qu /xʊldɑǰ ɑbɑx/ [χʊltəʧ ɑβəχ] ‘buy; purchase’ 369  
abu /ɑɑb/ [ɑːp] ‘father; papa’ 202  
ači|qu /æčɑx/ [æʧʰəx] ‘load; heap up’ 1735  
ačiy_a /xunus æčɑɑ/ [xunəs æʧʰɑː] ‘load; baggage’ 1357  
adali /ædɑl/ [ætəl] ‘same’ 488  
adqu /ɑdxɑ/ [ɑtʰxə] ‘handful’ --  
aduγu /ɑdʊʊ/ [ɑtʊː] ‘herd of horses’ 98 ‘horse’ in AA 1979 
aduγusu /ɑdgʊʊs/ [ɑtʁʊːs] ‘animal’ 91  
aγa /ɑɑx/ [ɑːqʰ] ‘bran’ --  










aγta /ɑgd/ [ɑχtʰ] ‘gelding’ 98 ‘horse’ in AA 1979 
aγula /ʊʊl/ [ʊːɬ] ‘mountain’ 136  
aγulǰa|qu /ʊčrəx/ [ʊʧʰrəqʰ] ‘meet’ 402  
aγur /ʊʊr/ [ʊːr] ‘steam; vapor’ 1528  
aγušgi /ʊʊšɑg/ [ʊːʃək] ‘lung’ 505  
aγuu /ʊʊǰʊʊ/ [ʊːʧʊː] ‘broad; wide’ 459  
aǰil /æǰɑl/ [æʧəɬ] 
‘business; job; work; 
task; profession; 
occupation’ 
116; 718  
aǰirγ_a /æǰɑrɑx/ [æʧərəχ] ‘stallion’ 98 ‘horse’ in AA 1979 
ala /ɑl/ [ɑɬ] ‘crotch; coxa; joint 
of the thighs’ 1618 
 
ala|qu /ɑlɑx/ [ɑləχ] ‘kill’ 349  
alaγ /ɑlɑg/ [ɑləq] ‘spotted’ --  
alaγ_a /ɑlɑx/ [ɑləχ] ‘palm’ 502  
alda /ɑld/ [ɑɬt] ‘fathom’ --  
alda|qu /bɑrɑx; uguiləə 
bɔlɔx/ 
[pɑrəx; uɣuiləː 
pɔləx] ‘lose’ 795 
 
aldara|qu /ɑldɑrɑx/ [ɑltərəχ] ‘release; untie’ 351  
ali /æl/ [æɬ] ‘which one; which’ 252  
alim_a /ælɑm/ [æɬəm] ‘apple’ 126 ‘fruit; nut’ in AA 1979 
alqu|qu /ɑlxɑx/ [ɑlχəχ] ‘walk’ 316  
alqum /ɑlxɑm/ [ɑlχəm] ‘step’ 316 ‘walk’ in AA 1979 
alta /ɑlt/ [ɑɬtʰ] ‘gold’ 581  
aluq_a /šʊʊ sux/ [ʃʊː sux] ‘hammer’ 1455  
ama /ɑm/ [ɑm] ‘mouth’ 9  
amasar /ɔrɔx uud/ [ɔrəx uːt] ‘entrance’ 1107  
ami /æm/ [æm] ‘life’ 516  
amidu /æmɑd/ [æmət] ‘alive’ 398  
amsa|qu /ɑmsɑx/ [ɑmsəx] ‘taste’ 1775  
amta /ɑmt/ [ɑmtʰ] ‘taste; flavor’ 57  
amur /ɑmɑr/ [ɑmər] ‘safe; without 
accident; peaceful’ 1924 
 
amura|qu /ɑmrɑx/ [ɑmrəχ] ‘repose; take rest’ 368  
angγayi|qu /ɑŋɑɑx/ [ɑŋɑːqʰ] ‘open’ 363  










ani|qu /ænɑx/ [ænəx] ‘close one’s eyes’ --  
anǰisu /ænǰɑs/ [ænʧəs] ‘plough’ 610  
aq_a /ɑɑǰɑɑ/ [ɑːʧɑː] ‘elder brother’ 211  
arad /ɑrɑd tumən/ [ɑrət tʰumən] ‘nation; people’ 1190  
araγ_a /ɑrɑɑ/ [ɑrɑː] ‘molar’ 13  
ariki /æræx/ [ærʲəx] ‘liquor’ 55  
aral /ɑrɑl/ [ɑrəɬ] ‘shaft or thill of a 
cart’ -- 
 
aral /ɑrɑl/ [ɑrəɬ] ‘island’ 142  
arasu /æræs/ [ærəs] ‘skin’ 38  
arba /ɑrɑb/ [ɑrɑp] ‘ten’ 188  





arγal /ɑrgɑl/ [ɑrɣəɬ] ‘dry dung of 
animals’ -- 
 
ariγun /čəbər; ærʊʊn/ [ʧʰəpər; ærʊːn] ‘clean’ 933  
aru /xɶɶt/ [xɶːtʰ] ‘north’ 737  
asaγu|qu /ɑsuux/ [ɑsuːx] ‘question; ask’ 766  
asqa|qu /ɑsxɑx/ [ɑsqʰəx] ‘scatter’ 821  
ayaγ_a /ɑjɑg/ [ɑjəq] ‘cup’ 554  
ayil /gər bul/ [ɡər βuɬ] ‘family’ 217  
ayil /ææl/ [æːɬ] ‘village’ 247  
ayu|qu /ææx/ [æːχ] ‘fear (V); be afraid; 
be scared’ 294 
 
baγ_a /bɑgɑ; 
šɔɔšɔɔdii/ [pɑʁə; ʃɔːʃɔːtiː] ‘little’ 428 
 
baγa|qu /bɑɑx/ [pɑːqʰ] ‘defecate; excrete’ 508 ‘stool’ in AA 1979 
baγasu /bɑɑs/ [pɑːs] ‘stool; excrement’ 508  
baγatur /bɑɑtɑr/ [pɑːtʰər] ‘hero’ --  
bagu|qu /bʊʊx; bʊʊšlɑx/ [pʊːχ; pʊːʃləx] ‘climb down; alight; 
go down’ 382 
 




bara|qu /ɑldɑx/ [ɑltəx] ‘be lost; disappear’ 795  
baraγun /bɑrʊʊn/ [pɑrʊːn] ‘right; west’ 267; 735  
bari|qu /bærɑx/ [pærəx] ‘seize; catch; build’ 311; 790  
bars /bɑr/ [pɑr] ‘tiger’ 1574  










basa /bɑs/ [pɑs] ‘also’ 966  
batu /bɑt/ [pɑtʰ] ‘hard’ --  
bayan /bɑjɑn/ [pɑjən] ‘rich’ 920  
bayi|qu /bææx/ [pæːχ] ‘exist; be; stay’ 424; 425  
belbesün /bələbsən/ [pələpsən] ‘widow’ 1170  
belen /bələn/ [pələn] ‘be prepared’ --  
bergen /bərgən/ [pərɣən] ‘elder brother’s 
wife’ 1183 
 
beri /bər/ [pər] ‘dauther-in-law’ 1168; 1169 
 
bey_e /bəj/ [βəj] ‘body’ 47  
bi /bii/ [βiː] ‘I (1st per. sg)’ 227  
biči|kü /bičəx/ [piʧʰəx] ‘write’ 358  
bičig /dəbtər; bičəx/ [təptʰər; piʧʰəx] ‘book’ 599  
bide /bidən/ [βitən] ‘we (1st per. dual 
incl)’ 231 
 
bilegüü /biiluu/ [piːluː] ‘whetstone’ --  
büleǰeg; 
bögeǰi /bəlǰəŋ/ [pəlʧəŋ] ‘ring’ 1401 
 
bir /biir/ [piːr] ‘brush’ 1448  
bitegei /buu/ [puː] ‘prohibitive particle’ --  
bitegüü /bituurəx/ [βitʰuːrəx] ‘be sealed’ 364 ‘close’ in AA 1979 
bodu|qu /bɔdɔx/ [pɔtəχ] ‘think (V)’ 406  
boγu|qu /bɔɔx/ [pɔːqʰ] ‘pack; wrap; 
envelop’ 798 
 
boγuni /bɶgɔnɔ/ [pɶɣənə] ‘brief; short’ 456  
bol|qu /bɔlɔx/ [pɔləx] ‘become; be’ 865  
boru /bɔr/ [pɔr] ‘grey; brown’ 1516  
bos|qu /bɔsɔx/ [βɔsəχ] ‘stand; rise; get up’ 321; 327  
bosuγ_a /bɔsɔɔ/ [pɔsɔː] ‘threshold’ 740  
bögelǰi|kü /buulǰəx/ [βuːlʧəx] ‘vomit’ 288  
böger_e /buur/ [puːr] ‘kidney’ 506  
bögesü /buus/ [βuːs] ‘louse’ 87  
bögse /bugs/ [βuks] ‘buttock’ 23  
böke /bugə/ [puɣə] ‘hard’ --  
bökü /təməən bux/ [tʰəməːn pux] ‘hump’ 1586  
budaγ_a /bɑdɑɑ/ [pɑtɑː] ‘corn; grain’ 521  










budu|qu /bʊdɑx/ [pʊtəx] ‘smear; paint’ 847  
buduγ /bʊdɑg/ [pʊtəq] ‘pigment; paint; 
colors’ 1454 
 
bula|qu /bʊlɑx/ [pʊləx] ‘bury’ 796  
bulaγ /bʊlɑx/ [pʊləχ] ‘fountain; spring’ 612  
buliya|qu /bɑlɑɑx; tɔnɔx/ [pɑlɑːx; tʰɔnəx] ‘deprive; rob’ 1867  
bulung /bʊlɑŋ/ [pʊləŋ] ‘corner; angle’ 1088  
buq_a /bʊx/ [βʊk] ‘stud bull’ 69 
‘beef; cow; 
bull’ in AA 
1979 
burčuγ /bɶrčəx/ [pɶrʧʰəχ] ‘beans’ 530  
buruγu /bʊrʊʊ/ [pʊrʊː] 
‘different; mistake; 






busu /bišəə/ [piʃəː] ‘no; not’ 493  
büdügün /buduun/ [putuːn] ‘big; large; thick; 
burly’ 427 
 
buγu /bʊq guruus/ [pʊq ɢuruːs] ‘deer’ 1583  
büliyen /buləən/ [puləːn] ‘warm’ 463  
bürgüd /burgud/ [βurɡut] ‘eagle’ 63 ‘bird’ in AA 1979 
büse /busluur/ [pusluːr] ‘band; belt’ 568  
bütü|kü /butəx/ [putʰəx] ‘complete (V)’ 1673  
bütün /butəŋ/ [putʰəŋ] ‘altogether; all; 
whole; perfect’ 194 
 
čabči|qu /čibčəx/ [ʧʰipʧʰəx] ‘cut’ 361  
čad|qu /čɑdɑx/ [ʧʰɑtəx] ‘satiate oneself’ --  
čaγ /čɑg/ [ʧʰɑq] ‘hour; time; o’clock’ 178; 647  
čaγan /čɑgɑɑn/ [ʧʰɑʁɑːn] ‘white’ 477  
čaγasu /čɑɑs/ [ʧʰɑːs] ‘paper’ 80  
čarčaqai /čərčwee/ [ʧʰərʧʰweː] ‘grasshopper’ --  
času /čɑs/ [ʧʰɑs] ‘snow’ 156  
čayi|qu /ur čææx/ [ur ʧʰæːx] ‘dawn’ 1058  
čečeg /čičig/ [ʧʰiʧʰik] ‘flower; blossom’ 125  
čerig /čirəx/ [ʧʰirəx] ‘warrior; soldier; 
soldat; military’ 1220 
 
či /čii/ [ʧʰiː] ‘you (2nd per. sg)’ 228  
čida|qu /šɑdɑx/ [ʃɑtəχ] ‘can; be possible’ 423  
čiki /čix/ [ʧʰikʰ] ‘ear’ 7  










čiki|kü /čəxəx/ [ʧʰəxəx] ‘jam; stuff’ --  
čilaγu /čʊlʊʊ/ [ʧʰʊlʊː] ‘stone’ 145  
čilüge /čuluu/ [ʧʰuluː] ‘space’ 272  
čimüge /čumux/ [ʧʰumux] ‘marrow’ 45 ‘bone’ in AA 1979 
čina|qu /čænax/ [ʧʰænəχ] ‘boil’ 346  
čingγ_a /čɑŋg/ [ʧʰɑŋq] ‘severe; rigid; strict’ 1976  
činu_a /čɔn/ [ʧʰɔn] ‘wolf’ 1577  
čir|kü /čərəx/ [ʧʰərəx] ‘draw; substract’ 784  
čisu /čʊs/ [ʧʰʊs] ‘blood’ 44  
čögen /čuugən; bɑgɑ/ [ʧʰuːɣən; pɑʁə] ‘few’ 472  
daba|qu /dɑbɑx/ [tɑpəx] ‘go beyond’ 1712  
dabaγ_a /dɑbɑɑ/ [tɑpɑː] ‘mountain pass’ 136  
dabqur /dɑbxɑr/ [tɑpxər] ‘floor; be piled’ 1129  
dabusang /dɑbsɑŋ/ [tɑpsəŋ] ‘bladder’ --  
dabusu /dɑbɑs/ [tɑβəs] ‘salt’ 53  
daγa|qu /dɑgɑx/ [tɑʁəqʰ] ‘obey; follow (V)’ 1663  
daγaγ_a /dɑɑx/ [tɑːqʰ] ‘yearling’ 98 ‘horse’ in AA 1979 
daγara|qu /dɑɑrɑx/ [tɑːrəx] ‘get cold’ 1897  
daγari /dæær/ [tæːr] ‘saddle gall’ 1464 ‘saddle’ in AA 1979 
daγari|qu /biildəx/ [piːltəχ] ‘meet’ 402  
daγu /dʊʊ/ [tʊː] ‘voice; sound; song’ 241  
daγuriya|qu /dʊgɑrgɑx/ [tʊʁərʁəx] ‘imitate’ 781  
daγus|qu /dʊʊsɑx/ [tʊːsəx] ‘finish; end’ 869  
dala /dɑl/ [tɑl] ‘seventy’ 680  
dalai /dælææ/ [tælæː] ‘sea’ 141  
dalu /dɑl/ [tɑɬ] ‘scapula’ 20 ‘shoulder’ in AA 1979 
darasu /dɑrs/ [tɑrs] ‘wine’ 55  
daru|qu /dɑrəx/ [tɑrəχ] ‘push; press’ 308  
daru|qu /dɑrɑx; muxǰəx/ [tɑrəχ; 
muxʧəx] ‘crush’ 344 
 
debel /dəəl/ [təːl] ‘coat; jacket’ 1397  
debse /təbš/ [tʰəpʃ] ‘saddleleather’ 1464 ‘saddle’ in AA 1979 
degege /dəgəx/ [təɣəx] ‘hook’ --  










deger_e /dəər/ [dəːr] ‘up’ 273  
degesü /dəəs/ [təːs] ‘cord; straw rope’ 1387  
degüü /duu/ [tuː] ‘younger brother’ 213  
degüü /ijin duu/ [ijin tuː] ‘younger sister’ 214  
del /dəl/ [təɬ] ‘mane’ 1640  
deleng /deleŋ/ [deleŋ] ‘breast of animals’ 25 ‘breast’ in AA 1979 
deligüü /dəluu/ [təluː] ‘spleen’ --  
doγulang /dɔgɔlɔŋ/ [tɔqələŋ] ‘cripple’ 719  
doγul|qu /dɔgɔlɔx/ [tɔʁələχ] ‘limp’ 719 ‘cripple’ AA 1979 
doliya|qu /dɔlɔɔx/ [tɔlɔːχ] ‘lick’ 757  
doluγ_a /dɔlɔɔ/ [tɔlɔː] ‘seven’ 185  
dotur_a /dɔtɔr/ [tɔtʰər] ‘inside; inward; 
interior’ 270 
 
dour_a /dɔɔr/ [tɔːr] ‘down’ 274  
döči /duč/ [tuʧʰ] ‘forty’ 677  




χɑptʰɣæː] ‘square’ 915 
 
dörüge /duruu/ [turuː] ‘stirrup; pedal’ --  
dösi /duš/ [tuʃ] ‘anvil’ --  
dulaγan /dʊlɑɑn/ [tʊlɑːn] ‘warm’ 463  
dumda /dʊnd/ [tʊnt] 
‘space; middle; in; 
among; midst; mid; 






dur_a /dʊr/ [dʊr] ‘like (V)’ 333  
dügür|kü /duurəx/ [tuːrəx] ‘be filled’ 1757  
dülei /dulii/ [tuliː] ‘deaf’ 222  
düleyire|kü /duliirəx/ [tuliːrəx] ‘become deaf’ 222  
ebčigüü /ubčuu/ [uβʧʰuː] ‘chest’ 24  
ebed|kü /ubdəx/ [uptəx] ‘sore; painful’ 439  
ebedčin /ubčiŋ/ [upʧʰiŋ] ‘diseases; illness; 
sickness’ 48 
 
eber /əbər/ [əpər] ‘horn’ 68  
ebesü /ubəs/ [uβəs] ‘grass’ 121  
ebüdüg /ubdəx/ [uβtəx] ‘knee’ 34  
ebül /ubəl/ [uβəɬ] ‘winter’ 626  










ečengkei /šuudii/ [ʃuːtiː] ‘lean’ 432  
eči|kü /ičəx/ [iʧʰəx] ‘go’ 413  
ede /əd/ [ət] ‘these (ones)’ 255  
edeger /ədəxəər/ [ətəxəːr] ‘these (ones)’ 255  
edegere|kü /ədgərəx/ [ətɣərəx] ‘recover; heal’ 894  
edüge; odu /ɔdɔɔ/ [ɔtɔː] ‘now’ 175  
edür /udər/ [utər] ‘day’ 163; 646; 1042 
 
ege|kü /əəx/ [əːkʰ] ‘dry in the sun or by 
fire’ -- 
 
egeči /ǰeeǰee/ [ʧeːʧeː] ‘elder sister’ 212  
egüde /uud/ [uːt] ‘door; gate’ 111  
egüle /uul/ [uːɬ] ‘cloud’ 153  
egür /uur/ [uːr] ‘nest’ 66  
eǰen /əǰən/ [əʧən] ‘host; master’ 713  
eǰi /məəməə/ [məːməː] ‘mother; mama’ 203  
elige /ələx/ [ələx] ‘liver’ 35  
eliy_e /iləə/ [iləː] ‘kite’ 63 ‘bird’ in AA 1979 
elǰige /elǰəx/ [elʧəx] ‘donkey’ 1585  
em /əəm/ [əːm] ‘medicine’ 50  
emči /əmč/ [əmʧʰ] ‘doctor’ 717  
em_e /əməgtee/ [əməktʰeː] ‘female (human)’ 225  
em_e /əm/ [əm] ‘female’ 543  






grandmama; old age 
woman’ 
205  





emün_e /umən/ [umən] ‘south; front; before’ 268  
emüs|kü /umsəx/ [umsəx] ‘wear; put on’ 356  
ende /əndə/ [əntə] ‘here; this way’ 257; 261  
ene /ənə/ [ənə] ‘this (one)’ 249  
erdem /ərdəm mədləx/ [ərtəm mətləx] ‘wisdom’ 943 ‘wise’ in AA 1979 
er_e /ərəgtee/ [ərəktʰeː] ‘male (human)’ 224  
er_e /ər/ [ər] ‘male’ 542  










ergi /ərxə/ [ərxə] ‘bank’ 614  
ergü|kü /urgəx/ [urɣəx] ‘lift’ 843  
eri|kü /əərəx/ [əːrəx] ‘search’ 391  
erike /ərəx/ [ərəx] ‘rosary’ --  
erte /ərtə/ [ərtʰə] ‘early’ 929  
eyimü /iim/ [iːm] ‘such; like this’ 953  
γadan_a /gɑdɑn/ [qɑtən] ‘out; outside; 
exterior’ 271 
 
γaǰar /gɑǰɑr/ [qɑʧər] ‘land; grounds’ 1083  
γal /gɑl/ [ɢɑɬ] ‘fire’ 151  
γalaγu /gɑlʊʊ/ [qɑlʊː] ‘duck’ 1593  
γalǰaγu /gælǰʊʊ/ [ɢælʧʊː] ‘insanity; madness’ 1253  
γanǰuγ_a /gɑnǰɑxɑ/ [ɢɑnʧəxə] ‘strap’ 1464 ‘saddle’ in AA 1979 
γaqai /gɑxɑɑ/ [ɢɑχɑː] ‘pig’ 99  
γar /gɑriin bʊgɑ/ [ɢɑriːn βʊɢə] ‘arm’ 28; 30  
γar /gɑr/ [ɢɑr] ‘hand’ 30; 28  
γar|qu /gɑrɑx/ [ɢɑrəχ] ‘come out’ 410  
γasiγun /gɑšuun/ [ɢɑʃuːn] ‘bitter’ 445  
γomuda|qu /qɔmdɔx/ [qɔmtəx] ‘complain’ --  
γoruq_a /qɔrɔx/ [qɔrəx] ‘stream; brook’ 1547  
γoul /gɔl/ [ɢɔɬ] ‘river’ 135  
γuči /qʊč/ [qʊʧʰ] ‘thirty’ 676  
γulir /gʊræl/ [ɢʊrʲəɬ] ‘powder; flour’ 52  
gurba /gʊrɑb/ [ɢʊrəɸ] ‘three’ 181  
γurγuul /gʊrgʊl/ [ɡʊrɡʊɬ] ‘pheasant’ 63 ‘bird’ in AA 1979 
γutul /xʊtɑl/ [χʊtʰəɬ] ‘shoe’ 570  
γuwa /sææxɑn/ [sæːxən] ‘beautiful; fine’ 484  
γuy_a /qʊj/ [qʊj] ‘thigh’ 1619  
gedesü /gədəs/ [ɡətəs] ‘belly; guts’ 26; 37  
gege /gəgəən/ [ɣəɣəːn] ‘bright; light’ 474  
gegere|kü /gəgəərəx/ [kəɣəːrəx] ‘dawn’ 1058  
gegü /guu/ [ɡuː] ‘mare’ 98 ‘horse’ in AA 1979 
geǰige /geǰex/ [ɡeʤex] ‘pigtail’ 2 ‘hair’ in AA 1979 
gem /gəm/ [kəm] ‘harm’ --  










ger /gər/ [ɡər] ‘house; home; room’ 112; 574  
gerel /gərəl/ [ɣərəl] ‘light’ 476  
geyi|kü /giix/ [ʝiːkʰ] ‘dawn’ 1058  
geyičin /giičən/ [ʝiːʧʰən] ‘guest; visitor’ 1188  
giški|kü /gušgəx/ [ɡuʃɡəx] ‘tread’ 317  
gölüge /gulux/ [kulux] ‘puppy’ 94  
görügesü /guruus/ [ɣuruːs] ‘beast’ 541  
güǰege /guǰəə/ [kuʧəː] ‘ruminant stomach’ 507 ‘stomach’ in AA 1979 
gün /guunəən/ [kuːnəːn] ‘deep’ 901  
güyü|kü /gyix/ [ɡyix] ‘run’ 319  
iči|kü /širbəətəx; ičəx/ [ʃirβəːtʰəx; iʧʰəx] ‘be ashamed’ 935 
 
ide|kü /idəx/ [idəx] ‘eat’ 328  
idege /idəə/ [itəː] ‘food’ 59  
ilaγ_a /jɑlɑɑ/ [jɑlɑː] ‘fly’ 84  
ildü /ild/ [iɬt] ‘sword’ 71  
ilegüü /ilučəə/ [iluʧʰəː] ‘surplus’ 1138  
ilγa|qu /jɑlgɑx/ [jɑlɣəx] ‘distinguish’ 1805  
imaγ_a /jæmɑɑ/ [jæmɑː] ‘goat’ 1582  
inggi|kü /əŋəx/ [əŋəx] ‘do like this’ 953 
‘such; like 
this’ in AA 
1979 
iniye|kü /inəəx/ [inəːx] ‘laugh’ 291  
iniyedüm /inəədəm/ [inəːtəm] ‘funny story’ 291 ‘laugh’ in AA 1979 
ir /ir/ [ir] ‘blade; edge’ 72  
ire|kü /irəx/ [irəx] ‘come’ 412  
isegei /əsgii/ [əskiː] ‘felt’ --  
isige /išəx/ [iʃəx] ‘kid’ 1582  
iskül|kü /usəgləx/ [usəɡləx] ‘kick’ 320  




ǰabsar /ǰɑbsɑr/ [ʧɑpsɑr] ‘space’ 272  
ǰaγar /ǰɑɑr/ [ʧɑːr] ‘musk’ --  
ǰaγu /ǰʊʊ/ [ʤʊː] ‘hundred’ 190  
ǰaγu|qu /ǰʊʊx/ [ʧʊːχ] ‘bite’ 290  
ǰaǰil|qu /ǰæǰlɑx/ [ʧæʧləx] ‘chew’ 756  










ǰalaγ_a /ǰɑlɑɑ/ [ʧɑlɑː] ‘tassel’ --  
ǰalaγu /ǰɑluu/ [ʧɑluː] ‘young; youth’ 465; 1163 
 
ǰalγaγasu /ǰɑlgɑɑs/ [ʧɑlʁɑːs] ‘joint’ 801; 805 
‘connect (V); 
bind (V)’ in 
AA 1979 
ǰalgi|qu /ǰɑlgɑx/ [ʧɑlɣəx] ‘swallow’ 1836  
ǰam /ǰɑm/ [ʧɑm] ‘way; road’ 132  
ǰang /ǰɑŋ čɑnɑr; ǰɑŋ 
ɑɑš/ 
[ʧɑŋ ʧʰɑnər; 
ʧɑŋ ɑːʃ] ‘character’ 1031 
 
ǰanggid|qu /ǰiŋgəx/ [ʤiŋɡəx] ‘tie’ 350  
ǰaraγ_a /ǰɑrɑɑ/ [ʧɑrɑː] ‘hedgehog’ 535 ‘rat’ in AA 1979 
ǰaru|qu /xʊldəx/ [χʊltəχ] ‘sell’ 370  
ǰaru|qu /ǰɑrɑx/ [ʧɑrəx] ‘employ’ 850  
ǰasa|qu /ǰɑsɑx/ [ʧɑsəx] ‘repair; mend’ 302  
ǰayaγ_a /xɶb ǰɑjɑɑ/ [xɶp ʧɑjɑː] ‘destiny; fate’ 1297  
ǰegere /ǰəər/ [ʧəːr] ‘antelope’ 1584  
ǰegü|kü /ǰuux/ [ʧuːx] ‘wear; put on’ 356  
ǰegüdü /ǰuud/ [ʧuːt] ‘dream’ 723  
ǰegün /ǰuun/ [ʧuːn] ‘left; east’ 266; 734  
ǰegüü /ǰuu/ [ʧuː] ‘needle’ 78  
ǰada /ǰid/ [ʧit] ‘lance; spear’ 76  
ǰiγa|qu /ǰɑɑx/ [ʧɑːχ] ‘show’ 276  
ǰiγasu /ǰɑgɑs/ [ʤɑqɑs] ‘fish’ 89  
ǰiγura|qu /ǰʊʊrɑx/ [ʤʊːrəχ] ‘mix; blend’ 415  
ǰige /ǰəə/ [ʧəː] ‘nephew’ 703  
ǰigi|kü /ǰiix/ [ʧiːx] ‘stretch; extend’ 1763  
ǰil /ǰil/ [ʧiɬ] ‘year’ 167  
ǰiluγ_a /ǰɔlɔɔ/ [ʧɔlɔː] ‘rein(s); bridle’ 1383  
ǰira /ǰər/ [ʧər] ‘sixty’ 679  
ǰirγuγ_a /ǰʊrɑgɑɑ/ [ʤʊrəʁɑː] ‘six’ 184  
ǰiruγ_a /ǰɔrɔɔ mɶr/ [ʧɔrɔː mɶr] ‘ambling’ 98 ‘horse’ in AA 1979 
ǰirüke /ǰurəx/ [ʤurəx] ‘heart’ 36  
ǰisü /ǰus/ [ʧus] ‘figure’ 1096  
ǰobalang /ǰɔblɔŋ/ [ʧɔpləŋ] ‘suffering’ 774  
ǰočin /ǰɶčɔn/ [ʧɶʧʰən] ‘guest; visitor’ 1188  










ǰöge|kü /ǰuux/ [ʧuːx] ‘carry’ 831  
ǰögelen /ǰuulən/ [ʤuːlən] ‘soft’ 441  
ǰuǰaγan /ǰʊǰɑɑn/ [ʧʊʧɑːn] ‘thick’ 433  
ǰula /ǰʊl/ [ʧʊɬ] ‘candle’ 1489  
ǰulǰaγa /ǰʊlǰɑx/ [ʧʊlʧəχ] ‘young’ 209  
ǰun /ǰʊn/ [ʧʊn] ‘summer’ 624  
ǰüg /ǰux; čəgləl/ [ʧux; ʧʰəɣləl] ‘direction’ 738  
kebte|kü /xəbtəx/ [xəptʰəx] ‘lie; lie down’ 324  
kedü /xədii/ [xətiː] ‘how much’ 191; 192  
kedüi /xədii/ [xətiː] ‘how many’ 192; 191  
keger_e /xəər/ [xəːr] ‘field’ 137  
kei /xii/ [xiː] ‘air’ 619  
keǰiy_e /xeǰəə/ [xeʧəː] ‘when; someday’ 176  
kele /xəl/ [xəɬ] ‘tongue’ 11  
kele|kü /xələx/ [xələx] ‘talk (V)’ 285  
kelegei /xələguu/ [xələkuː] ‘dumb’ 221  
kemeli|kü /xəmləx/ [xəmləx] ‘gnaw; bite’ 1834  
ken /xən/ [xən] ‘who; someone’ 237  
kenggerge /xuŋgərəx/ [xuŋɡərəx] ‘drum’ 588  
kerči|kü /siiləx/ [siːləx] ‘carve; chop; hash’ 1752  
keriy_e /xərəə/ [xərəː] ‘crow’ 538  
keseg /xəsəx xurəx/ [xəsəx xurəx] ‘part; portion’ 1141  
kete /xət/ [xətʰ] ‘flint’ --  
keüked /xuuxəd/ [xuːxət] ‘child’ 208  
ki|kü /xiix/ [xiːx] ‘make; do’ 362; 419  
kilbar /xælbər/ [çælβər] ‘easy’ 947  
kimusu /xʊms/ [χʊms] ‘nail; fingernail; 
claw’ 32 
 
kiraγu /xærʊʊ/ [xærʊː] ‘frost’ 1527  
kirüge /xɶruu/ [xɶruː] ‘saw’ 1471  
kituγ_a /xʊtɑg/ [χʊtʰəq] ‘knife; penknife’ 70  
köbči /xubčə/ [xupʧʰə] ‘chord; bow string’ 1386  
köbüng /xubən/ [xuβən] ‘cotton; wadding’ 1390  
ködel|kü /xudləx/ [xutləx] ‘move’ 416  
kögesü /huus/ [huːs] ‘foam’ 616  
köke /gux/ [ɣux] ‘blue’ 480  










kökege /xux šʊbuu/ [xux ʃʊβuː] ‘cuckoo’ 63 ‘bird’ in AA 1979 
kökü /xux/ [xukʰ] ‘breast’ 25  
kökü|kü /muuməx/ [muːməx] ‘suck the breast’ --  
köl /xul/ [xuɬ] ‘leg; foot’ 33  
köle|kü /xuləx/ [xuləx] ‘harness’ --  
kölüre|kü /xuls qɑrɑx/ [xuls qɑrəx] ‘perspire; sweat’ 1903  




ʊnəʁɑːχ] ‘roll (V)’ 1694 
 
kömüsge /xumsəx/ [xumsəx] ‘eyebrow’ 4  
könggen /xuŋəən/ [xuŋəːn] ‘light’ 436  
könǰile /xunǰəl/ [xunʧəl] ‘blanket’ 1394  
körüge|kü /xurgəəx/ [xurɣəːkʰ] ‘freeze’ 1898  
kötül|kü /xutləx/ [xutʰləx] ‘draw; substract’ 784  
küčil /xučəl/ [xuʧʰəɬ] ‘acid’ --  
küčü /xuč/ [xuʧʰ] ‘force; strength; 
power; might’ 220 
 
küisü /xiis/ [xiis] ‘navel’ 27  
küiten /xyytən/ [xyːtʰən] ‘cold’ 462; 464  
küitere|kü /xyytərəx/ [xyːtʰərəx] ‘become cold’ 462 ‘cold (Adj)’ in AA 1979 
küǰi /xuǰ/ [xuʧ] ‘incense’ 58 
‘smell; scent; 
odour’ in AA 
1979 
küǰügüü /guǰuu/ [ɣuʤuː] ‘neck’ 18  
kümün /xun/ [xun] ‘person; man; one’ 226  
kündü /xundə/ [xundə] ‘heavy’ 435  
künesü /xunəs/ [xunəs] ‘food stuff’ 1360  
kür|kü /xurəx/ [xurəx] ‘touch; arrive’ 312; 836  
kürge|kü /xurgəx/ [xurɣəx] ‘send’ 833  





kürǰe /xurč/ [xurʧʰ] ‘hoe’ 609  
küü /xuu/ [xuː] ‘son’ 206  
longqu /lɔŋx/ [lɔŋχ] ‘jar; bottle’ 106  
luuq_a /lʊʊx/ [lʊːkʰ] 
‘gum; rheum 
discharged from the 
eyes’ 
5 ‘eye’ in AA 1979 










maγaǰi|qu /mɑɑǰɑx/ [mɑːʧəx] ‘scratch’ 314  
maγu /mʊʊ/ [mʊː] ‘not correct’ 486  




mʊːtəχ] ‘get worse’ 486 
 




mɑləχ] ‘hat; cap’ 563 
 
malčin /mɑlčən/ [mɑlʧʰən] ‘cattle breeding’ 1573 ‘cattle’ in AA 1979 
malta|qu /mɑltɑx/ [mɑltʰəχ] ‘dig’ 379  
maltaγur /mɑltʊr/ [mɑltʰʊr] ‘hoe’ 609  
manan /mɑnɑŋ/ [mɑnɑŋ] ‘fog’ 154  
mangnai /mɑŋlææ/ [mɑŋlæː] ‘forehead’ 3  
marγasi /mɑɑtɑr/ [mɑːtʰər] ‘tomorrow’ 173  
marta|qu /mɑrtɑx/ [mɑrtʰəχ] ‘forget (V)’ 407  
mayila|qu /mæælɑx/ [mæːləx] ‘howl (sheep)(Vi)’ 759  
mede|kü /mədəx/ [mətəx] ‘know; notice’ 421; 760  
melekei /mələgii; bɑg/ [mələʝiː; pɑq] ‘frog’ 1596  
mingγ_a /mæŋ/ [mæŋ] ‘thousand’ 683  
miq_a /mɑx/ [mɑkʰ] ‘flesh; meat’ 46; 60  
modu /mɔd/ [mɔt] ‘tree’ 118  
moγui /mɔgɔ/ [mɔʁɔ] ‘snake’ 82  
mongγul /mɔŋɔl/ [mɔŋəɬ] ‘Mongol’ --  
moquγu /ǰɑɑguə/ [ʧɑːɣuə] ‘blunt; dull’ 450  
mori /mɶr/ [mɶr] ‘horse’ 98  
mögere|kü /muuləx/ [muːləx] ‘howl (cow)(Vi)’ 759  
mögersü /muurəs/ [muːrəs] ‘cartilage’ 45 ‘bone’ in AA 1979 
mölkü|kü /mulxəx/ [mulxəx] ‘crawl; creep’ 323  
mön /muun/ [muːn] ‘yes; be’ 492; 499  
möndür /mundur/ [mundur] ‘hail’ 156 ‘snow’ in AA 1979 
mönggü /ǰɔɔs/ [ʧɔːs] ‘money’ 117  
mönggü /muŋ/ [muŋ] ‘silver; sen (銭)’ 582  
mör /mur/ [mur] ‘footprints’ --  
mören /murən/ [murən] ‘big river’ 135  













ʧərəβləx] ‘worship’ 780 
 
mörü /mur/ [mur] ‘shoulder’ 20  
mösü /mus/ [mus] ‘ice’ 144  
murui /mɶrii/ [mɶriː] ‘crooked; bent’ 917  
musgi|qu /mɶšgɑx/ [mɶʃɣəx] ‘twist’ 1748  
nabči /læbč/ [læpʧʰ] ‘leaf’ 124  
naγaču /nɑxɑč/ [nɑχəʧʰ] ‘maternal relatives’ 706  
naγad|qu /nɑɑdɑx/ [nɑːtəχ] ‘play’ 399  
naγur /nʊʊr/ [nʊːr] ‘lake’ 140  
naima /nææm/ [næːm] ‘eight’ 186  
nam /dɔɔr; šɔɔ/ [tɔːr; ʃɔː] ‘low’ 430  
namur /nɑmɑr/ [nɑmər] ‘autumn; fall’ 625  
nara /nɑr/ [nɑr] ‘sun’ 159  
narasu /nɑrsɑn mɔd/ [nɑrsən mɔt] ‘pine’ 1565  
narin /čʊxɑl; jəxčuu/ [ʧʰʊχəl; jəxʧʰuː] ‘narrow’ 460 
 
narin /næriin/ [næriːn] ‘fine; slender’ 904  
narin /næriin næxtə/ [næriːn næχtʰə] ‘fine; detailed’ 905  
nasu /nɑs/ [nɑs] ‘age; year’ 197  
naya /nɑj/ [nɑj] ‘eighty’ 681  
nayitaγa|qu /næætɑɑx/ [nɪːtʰɑːχ] ‘sneeze (V)’ 513  
negege|kü /nəəx/ [nəːx] ‘open’ 363  
negü|kü /nuux/ [nuːx] ‘nomadize’ --  
neke|kü /nəxəx/ [nəxəx] ‘knit; weave’ 803; 804  
neme|kü /nəməx/ [nəməkʰ] ‘add’ 1756  
ner_e /nər/ [nər] ‘name; first name’ 238  
ničügün /nučgən/ [nuʧʰɣən] ‘nudity’ 512  
nidunun /nædnɑn/ [nʲətnən] ‘last year’ 657  
nidurγ_a /nʊdrəx/ [nʊtrəχ] ‘fist’ 503  
nidü /nud/ [nut] ‘eye’ 5  
nidü|kü /nudəx/ [nutəx] ‘pound; hull’ 811  
niγu|qu /nʊʊx/ [nʊːqʰ] ‘hide; conceal’ 390  
niγur /nuur/ [nuːr] ‘face’ 17  
niγursu /nʊrʊʊ/ [nʊrʊː] ‘spinal cord’ 45 ‘bone’ in AA 1979 










nige /nəgən/ [nəɣən] ‘the first day of a 
month’ 691 
 
nilbu|qu /nɶlɑmɑx/ [nɶləməx] ‘spit (V)’ 289  
nilbusu /nʊlɑmɑs/ [nʊləməs] ‘tear’ 6  




nʊɣələx] ‘massage’ 1830 
 
niruγu /nʊrʊʊ/ [nʊrʊː] ‘back’ 21  
nis|kü /nisəx/ [nisəx] ‘fly’ 337  
noγtu /lɔxtɔ/ [lɔχtʰə] ‘halter’ 1383 ‘reins; bridle’ in AA 1979 
noγuγ_a /nɔgɔɔ/ [nɔʁɔː] ‘vegetable’ 529  
noγuγ_a /nɔgɔɔ čɑgɑɑ/ [nɔʁɔː ʧʰɑʁɑː] ‘cooking’ 556  
noγuγan /nɔgɔɔn/ [nɔʁɔːn] ‘green’ 481  
nousu /nɔɔs/ [nɔːs] ‘fur; wool’ 101  
nom /nɔm/ [nɔm] ‘book’ 599  
nomuqan /lɔɔšii; nɔmgɔn/ [lɔːʃiː; nɔmɣən] ‘gentle; mild’ 1974  
noqai /nɔgɔɔ/ [nɔʁɔː] ‘dog’ 94  
noyan /nɔjɔn/ [nɔjən] ‘officer; official’ 715  
noyir /nɶɶr/ [nɶːr] ‘sleep’ 1254  
noyita|qu /nurəgdəx/ [nurəktəx] ‘get wet; damp’ 388  
nögüge /nuguu/ [nuɣuː] ‘else; other’ 236  
nögügedür /nuguudər/ [nuɣuːtər] ‘day after tomorrow’ 653  
nökür /er/ [er] ‘husband’ 199  
nökür /nææǰ/ [næːʧ] ‘friend; mate’ 218  
numu /nʊm/ [nʊm] ‘bow’ 74  
nura|qu /nʊrɑx/ [nʊrəx] ‘crumble’ --  
nutuγ /tursən nʊtɑx / [tʰursən nʊtʰəχ ] ‘home; native land’ 1225 
 
nüke /nux/ [nux] ‘hole; pit’ 133  
obuγ_a /ɔbɔɔ/ [ɔpɔː] ‘cairn’ --  
odu /ədugəə/ [ətuɣəː] ‘now’ 175  
odu /ɔd/ [ɔt] ‘star’ 162  
oγtul|qu /ɔqtɔlɔx/ [ɔqtʰələχ] ‘cut’ 361  
oγuli /ɶɶl/ [ɶːɬ] ‘adze’ 1469 ‘axe’ in AA 1979 
oi /ɶɶ/ [ɶː] ‘forest’ 131  
ol|qu /ɔlǰ ɑbɑx/ [ɔlʧ ɑβəχ] ‘get; obtain’ 371  










ol|qu /əərǰ ɔlɔx/ [əːrʧ ɔləχ] ‘find’ 392  
olan /ærbɑn/ [ærβən] ‘many’ 471  
olung /ɔlɔŋ/ [ɔləŋ] ‘girth’ 568  
olusu /ɔlɔs/ [ɔləs] ‘rope; hemp’ 95  
on /ɔŋ/ [ɔŋ] ‘year’ 167  
ongγuča /ɔŋxɔč/ [ɔŋχəʧʰ] ‘vessel; ship’ 114  
onu|qu /ɔnɔx/ [ɔnəx] ‘hit (V)’ 1741  
oqur /ɔxɔr/ [ɔχər] ‘brief; short’ 456  
oriya|qu /ɔrɔɔx/ [ɔrɔːx] ‘wind’ 802  
oru|qu /ɔrɔx/ [ɔrəχ] ‘enter’ 411  
orui /ɶrɶɶ/ [ɶrɶː] ‘late’ 930  
orun /ɔrɔŋ/ [ɔrəŋ] ‘place; location’ 265  
oyir_a /ɶɶrɔlčɔɔ/ [ɶːrəlʧʰɔː] ‘near’ 458  
oyu|qu /ɔjɔx/ [ɔjəχ] ‘sew’ 353  
öbür /ubər/ [uβər] ‘front’ 268  
öčügedür /učəgdər/ [uʧʰəktər] ‘yesterday’ 172  
ödken /uudxən/ [uːtxən] ‘dense’ 907  
ödü /ud/ [ut] ‘feather; plume’ 65  
ög|kü /ǰəəlləx; ǰəələlǰ 
ugəx/ 
[ʧəːlləx; ʧəːləlʧ 
uɣəx] ‘lend’ 373 
 
ög|kü /ugəx/ [uɣəx] ‘give’ 418  
ög|kü /ugəx; urgəx/ [uɣəx; urɣəx] ‘present’ 826  
ögede /uud/ [uːt] ‘up’ 273  
ögekü /uux/ [uːx] ‘fat; grease’ 43  
ökin /ijin/ [ijin] ‘daughter; girl’ 207  
ölüs|kü /ulsəx/ [ulsəx] ‘starve; hungry’ 331  
ömüdü /umd/ [umt] ‘trousers’ 569  
ömükei /umxii; unərtee/ [umçiː; unərtʰeː] ‘stinking; smelling’ 910 
 
öndege /undəx/ [untəx] ‘egg’ 61  
öndegele|kü /undəglex/ [untəɡlex] ‘lay eggs’ 61  
öndür /undər/ [untər] ‘high; height’ 429  
öngge /uŋ/ [uŋ] ‘colour’ 483  
önügedür /ən udər/ [ən utər] ‘today’ 174  
örgesü /urguus/ [urɣuːs] ‘thorn’ 1572  
öri /ur/ [ur] ‘debt’ --  










örügel /uruul/ [uruːɬ] ‘rope’ 95  
örüme /urəm/ [urəm] ‘cream’ 528 ‘milk’ in AA 1979 
ös|kü /usgəg/ [usɣək] ‘grow plant’ 396  
ötü /ut/ [utʰ] ‘maggot’ 84 ‘fly’ in AA 1979 
qabar /xɑmɑr/ [χɑmɑr] ‘nose’ 8  
qabirγ_a /xæbrɑx/ [χæβrəx] ‘rib’ 1642  
qabtaγai /piŋdii/ [pʰiŋtiː] ‘flat’ 916  
qabud|qu /xɑbtɑx/ [χɑptʰəχ] ‘swell’ 315  
qabur /xɑbɑr/ [χɑpər] ‘spring time; spring’ 623  
qačar /xæčɑr/ [xʲæʧʰər] ‘cheek’ 15  
qada /xɑd/ [χɑt] ‘rock’ 1518  
xadaγasu /xɑtɑɑ/ [χɑtʰɑː] ‘nail’ 1380  
qadu|qu /xɑdɑx/ [χɑtəχ] ‘mow; cut’ 816  
qaduγur /xɑdʊʊr/ [χɑtʊːr] ‘sickle’ 1470  
qadam /xɑdɑm/ [χɑtəm] ‘relation; kindred’ 706  
qaga|qu /xɑɑx/ [χɑːqʰ] ‘close’ 364  
qaγal|qu /xɑgɑlɑx/ [χɑʁələχ] ‘crack; smash; 
break; destroy’ 336 
 
qaγara|qu /xɑgɑrɑx/ [χɑʁərəx] ‘be broken’ 307  
qaγučin /xʊʊčɑn/ [χʊːʧʰən] ‘old; ancient’ 468  
qaγur|qu /xʊʊrɑx/ [χʊːrəx] ‘cheat’ 773  
qaγur|qu /xʊʊrɑx/ [χʊːrəx] ‘fry’ --  
qaγurai /xɶɶrii/ [χɶːriː] ‘dry (Adj)’ 389  




χɑlɑːχ] ‘warm; heat’ 1896 
 
qalaγun /xɑluun/ [χɑluːn] ‘hot; pungent’ 444; 461  
qaliγu /xælʊʊ; ʊsɑn 
xʊlɑgɑn/ 
[χælʊː; ʊsən 
χʊləɣən] ‘otter’ -- 
 
qalisu /xælæs/ [χælæs] ‘film; the outer layer 
of something; cover’ 38; 128 
‘skin (38); 
bark (128)’ in 
AA 1979 
qamiγ_a /xɑɑ/ [χɑː] ‘where; anywhere’ 260; 264  




qaniya|qu /xænææx/ [χænʲæːχ] ‘cough’ 514  










qaniyadu /xænææd/ [χænʲæːt] ‘cough’ 514  
qar_a /xɑr/ [χɑr] ‘black’ 478  
qarangγui /xærɑŋguə/ [χærəŋɡuə] ‘dark’ 475  
qarbu|qu /xɑrmɑx/ [χɑrmɑχ] ‘shoot’ 299  
qari|qu /gərtəə xærɑx/ [kərtʰəː χærəx] ‘return; come back’ 835  
qariya|qu /xɑrɑɑx/ [χɑrɑːχ] ‘abuse (V)’ 1817  
qasiy_a /xɑšɑɑ/ [χɑʃɑː] ‘stockade; paling’ 1411  
qataγa|qu /xɑtɑɑx/ [χɑtʰɑːχ] ‘dry’ 389  
qataγu /xɑtuu/ [χɑtʰuː] ‘hard’ 440  
qayiči /xææč/ [χæːʧʰ] ‘scissors’ 557  
qayičila|qu /xææčrɑx/ [χæːʧʰrəχ] ‘cut by scissors’ 557  
qoduγudu /xɔdɔɔd/ [χɔtɔːt] ‘stomach’ 507  
qoγula /xɔɔl/ [χɔːl] ‘meal’ 533  
qoγulai /xɔɔl/ [χɔːɬ] ‘throat’ 19  
quγusun /xɔɔsɔn/ [χɔːsən] ‘vacant; empty’ 914  
qola /xɔlɔ/ [χɔlə] ‘distant; far’ 457  
qolbu|qu /xɶlbɔx/ [χɶlpəx] ‘connect; fasten’ 801  
qoli|qu /xɶlɔx/ [xɶləx] ‘mix; blend’ 415  
qongγur /xɔŋgɔr/ [χɔɴʁər] ‘fallow’ --  
qongqu /xɔŋx/ [χɔŋqʰ] ‘bell’ 589  
qoni /xɶn/ [χɶn] ‘sheep’ 97  
qorγurǰin /xɔrgəlǰ/ [χɔrɣəlʧ] ‘lead’ 584  
qori /xɶr/ [χɶr] ‘twenty’ 189  




qoruqai /xɔrxii/ [χɔrxiː] ‘worm; insect’ 83  
qota /xɔt/ [χɔtʰ] ‘town; city’ 248  
qour_a /xɔr/ [χɔr] ‘poison’ 517  
qoyar /xɶjɔr/ [χɶjər] ‘two’ 180  
qoyin_a /xɶɶn/ [χɶːn] ‘back’ 269; 662  
qoyin_a /xɶɶn; dɑrɑɑ/ [xɶːn; tɑrɑː] ‘afterward(s)’ 662; 269; 665 
 
qoyitu ǰil /xɶɶd ǰəl/ [xɶːt ʧəl] ‘next year’ 658  
qubčasu /xæbčɑs/ [xæpʧʰəs] ‘clothes; clothing’ 79  
qubiya|qu /xɔbɔɔx/ [χɔpɔːχ] ‘divide; distribute’ 822  










quča /xʊč/ [χʊʧʰ] ‘ram’ 97 ‘sheep’ in AA 1979 
quča|qu /xʊčɑx/ [χʊʧʰəx] ‘bark’ 758  
quda /xʊd/ [χʊt] ‘relation; kindred’ 706  
qudal /xʊdɑl/ [χʊtəɬ] ‘lie’ --  
qudduγ /xʊdɑx/ [χʊtəx] ‘well’ 115  
qudqu|qu /xʊtgɑx/ [χʊtʰɣəχ] ‘mix; blend’ 415  
quγul|qu /xʊgɑlɑx/ [χʊʁələx] ‘crush; shatter to pieces; break’ 306 
 
quγur /xʊʊr/ [xʊːr] ‘harp’ 1476  
qulaγaiči /xʊlgææč/ [χʊlɣæːʧʰ] ‘thief’ 720  
qulaγayila|qu /xʊlgæælɑx/ [χʊlʁɑɪləχ] ‘steal’ 372  
quluγan_a /xʊlɑgɑn/ [χʊləʁən] ‘rat’ 535  
qulusu /xʊlɑs/ [xʊləs] ‘bamboo’ 1563  
boruγ_a /bɔrɔɔŋ/ [pɔrɔːŋ] ‘rain’ 155  
quraγ_a /xʊrɑx/ [χʊrɑqʰ] ‘lamb’ 97 ‘sheep’ in AA 1979 








‘marriage ceremony’ 1309  
quriya|qu /čʊglʊʊlɑx/ [ʧʰʊʁlʊːləχ] ‘collect; gather’ 414  
quruγu /xʊrʊʊ/ [χʊrʊː] ‘finger’ 31  
qusu|qu /xʊsɑx/ [χʊsəx] ‘shave; sharpen’ 1754  
quyaγ /gʊjɑx/ [qʊjəx] ‘armour’ --  
sabar /sɑbɑr/ [sɑpər] ‘rake’ 609 ‘hoe’ in AA 1979 
saγa|qu /sɑɑx/ [sɑːχ] ‘milk (V)’ 528 ‘milk’ (N) in AA 1979 
saγu|qu /sʊʊx/ [sʊːχ] ‘live; dwell; sit’ 322; 365  
saγulγ_a /sʊʊlɑx/ [sʊːləx] ‘pail; bucket’ 1439  
salaγ_a /sɑlɑɑ/ [sɑlɑː] ‘branch’ 120  
salki /sælæx/ [sælæx] ‘wind’ 152  
sam /sɑm/ [sɑm] ‘comb’ 559  
samna|qu /sɑmlɑx/ [sɑmləχ] ‘comb (V)’ 559  
sana|qu /sɑnɑx/ [sɑnəχ] ‘think (V)’ 420  
sanaγ_a /sɑnɑɑ; sətxəl/ [sɑnɑː; sətʰxəl] ‘thought (N); mind; 
feeling’ 420; 722 
‘think’ (420) 
in AA 1979 
saqal /sɑxɑl/ [sɑχɑɬ] ‘moustache’ 16  










sar_a /sɑr/ [sɑr] ‘moon’ 160  
sarimsuγ /særɑmsɑx/ [særəmsəχ] ‘garlic’ 529  
sayin /sææn/ [sæːn] ‘good’ 485  
sayiqan /sææxɑn/ [sæːχən] ‘beautiful’ 484  
següder /suudər/ [suːtər] ‘shadow; shade’ 161  
següǰi /suuǰ/ [suːʧ] ‘pelvis’ 45 ‘bone’ in AA 1979 
segül /suul/ [suːɬ] ‘tail; end’ 100  
seri|kü /serəx/ [serəx] ‘wake up’ 326  
serigün /səruun/ [səruːn] ‘cool’ 924  
sibüge /šubəx/ [ʃuβəx] ‘borer; gimlet; awl’ 1473  
sidü /šud/ [ʃut] ‘tooth; teeth’ 13  
sige|kü /šəəx/ [ʃəːx] ‘urinate’ 509  
sigesü /šəəs/ [ʃəːs] ‘urine’ 509  
sigüderi /šuudriin ʊs/ [ʃuːtriːn ʊs] ‘dew’ 1526  
sil /šil/ [ʃiɬ] ‘glass’ 551  
silü /šul/ [ʃul] ‘soup’ 1405  
silüsü /šuləs/ [ʃuləs] ‘spit’ 12  
sinaγ_a /šɑnɑx/ [ʃɑnəχ] ‘ladle’ 555 ‘spoon’ in AA 1979 
sine /šin/ [ʃin] ‘new’ 467  
singgege|kü /šiŋəəx/ [ʃiŋəːx] ‘absorb; digest’ --  
sir_a /šær/ [ʃɪr] ‘yellow’ 482  
sira|qu /širəx/ [ʃirəx] ‘roast’ 345  
sirbüsü /šurgus/ [ʃurɣus] ‘tendon’ 47 ‘body’ in AA 1979 
sirege /širəə/ [ʃirəː] ‘desk’ 572  
siri|kü /širəx/ [ʃirəx] ‘quilt’ 1349  
sirq_a /širəx/ [ʃirəkʰ] ‘wound’ 49  




ɑrʧəɣər] ‘rough; coarse’ 906 
 
sitaγa|qu /šɑtɑɑx/ [ʃɑtʰɑːχ] ‘burn’ 385  
soγtuγu /sɔqtɔx/ [sɔqtʰəχ] ‘be drunken’ 330  
soluγai /sɶlgʊ/ [sɶlkʊ] ‘left’ 266  
solungγ_a /sɔlɔŋg/ [sɔlɔŋq] ‘rainbow’ 158  
songγu|qu /sɔŋɔx/ [sɔɴəx] ‘select; choose’ 783  










sonus|qu /sɔnsɔx/ [sɔnsɔχ] ‘hear’ 277  




sʊrmʊːs] ‘eyelash’ 1637 
 
sögüd|kü /sugdəx/ [suktəx] ‘kneel down’ --  
söni /sun/ [sun] ‘night’ 171  
sösü /sus/ [sus] ‘gallbladder’ --  
sudasu /sʊdɑl/ [sʊtəɬ] ‘pulse’ 1653  
suγu /ʦʊʊ/ [ʦʰʊː] ‘armpit’ 20 ‘shoulder’ in AA 1979 
sula /sʊl/ [sʊɬ] ‘weak; loose’ 438  
sumu /sʊm/ [sʊm] ‘arrow’ 75  
sur|qu /sʊrɑx/ [sʊrəx] ‘learn’ 1801  
surγa|qu /sʊrgɑx/ [sʊrʁəχ] ‘instruct; teach’ 360  
süke /sux; lʊʊ sux/ [sux; lʊː sux] ‘axe’ 1469  
süme /sum/ [sum] ‘temple’ 727  
sü /suu/ [suː] ‘milk’ 528  
sünesü /sunəs/ [sunəs] ‘spirit’ --  
sür /sur/ [sur] ‘dignity’ --  
süsüg /susəx/ [susəx] ‘religious’ --  
šaγ_a /šɑɑ/ [ʃɑː] ‘ankle’ 1624  
šaγaǰaγai /šɑɑǰgææ/ [ʃɑːʤɡæː] ‘magpie’ 63 ‘bird’ in AA 1979 
ta /tɑɑ/ [tʰɑː] ‘you (2nd per. sg)’ 228  
ta /tɑdɑn/ [tʰɑtən] ‘you (2nd per. pl.)’ 232  
tabi /tæb/ [tʰæp] ‘fifty’ 678  
tabu /tɑb/ [tʰɑp] ‘five’ 183  
taγa|qu /tɑɑx/ [tʰɑːqʰ] ‘guess’ --  
taγu|qu /guux/ [ɣuːx] ‘drive; run after’ 347  
takiy_a /tæxɑɑ/ [tʰæxɑː] ‘fowls’ 62  
tala /tɑl/ [tʰɑɬ] ‘plain’ 138  
talbi|qu /tælbɑx/ [tʰælβəx] ‘set free; put’ 352; 408  
tamaki /dɑmɑx/ [tɑməx] ‘tobacco’ 56  
tamu|qu /tæmɑx/ [tʰæməx] ‘twist thread’ --  
tani|qu /tænɑx/ [tʰænəx] ‘know’ 421  
taq_a /tɑq/ [tʰɑq] ‘horse-shoe’ 1384  
tara|qu /tɑrɑgɑx/ [tʰɑrəɣəx] ‘scatter’ 1731  










tarbaγ_a /tɑrbɑx/ [tʰɑrpəχ] ‘marmot’ 535 ‘rat’ in AA 1979 
tarγun /tɑrgɑn/ [tʰɑrʁən] ‘fat’ 431  
tari|qu /tærɑx/ [tʰærəx] ‘plant; sow’ 819  
tariki /tæræx/ [tʰærəxʲ] ‘brain’ 501  
tariy_a /tɑrɑɑ/ [tʰɑrɑː] ‘rice-field’ 129  
tasura|qu /tɑsrɑx/ [tʰɑsrəχ] ‘cut’ 361  
tata|qu /tɑtɑx/ [tʰɑtʰəx] ‘pull; draw; 
substract’ 309; 784 
 
taulai /tʊlææ/ [tʰʊlʲæː] ‘hare; rabbit’ 534  
tayaγ /dɑjɑx/ [tɑjəx] ‘stick’ 1381  
tayil|qu /tæælɑx/ [tʰæːləx] ‘release; untie; take 
off’ 351; 357 
 
tede /təd/ [tʰət] ‘they (3rd per. pl.)’ 233  
tedüi /tədii ɶrčəm/ [tʰətiː ɶrʧʰəm] ‘like that’ 954 ‘such’ in AA 1979 
tege|kü /təgəx; təŋəəx/ [tʰəɣəx; 
tʰəŋəːx] ‘do like that’ 954 
‘such’ in AA 
1979 
tegege|kü /təəx/ [tʰəːx] ‘carry’ 831  
tegerme /jəŋ/ [jəŋ] ‘mortar’ 611  
tegü|kü /tuux/ [tʰuːx] ‘pick up’ 793  





temege /təməə/ [tʰəməː] ‘camel’ 1586  
temür /tumur/ [tʰumur] ‘iron’ 584  
tende /təndə/ [tʰəntə] 
‘there; that place; 
over there; that way; 
away’ 
258; 262  
tere /tər/ [tʰər] ‘he/she (3rd per. 
sg.); it’ 229; 230 
 
terge /tərəx/ [tʰərəx] ‘vehicle; car’ 113  
teyimü /tiim/ [tʰiːm] ‘such’ 954  
tngri /təŋgər/ [tʰəŋɡər] ‘sky; heaven’ 157  
tngri /čɑg ʊʊr/ [ʧʰɑʁ ʊːr] ‘weather’ 620  




toγ_a /tɔɔ/ [tʰɔː] ‘number’ 196  
toγuγ_a /tɔqɔɔ/ [tʰɔqɔː] ‘pan; pot’ 104  
toγuri|qu /tɶɶrɔx/ [tʰɶːrəx] ‘turn round’ 881  










toli /tɶl/ [tʰɶɬ] ‘looking-glass; 
mirror’ 560 
 
toluγai /tɔlgɔ/ [tʰɔlɡɔ] ‘head’ 1  
toqu|qu /əməəl tɔxɔx/ [əməːɬ tʰɔχəx] ‘saddle up’ 1464 ‘saddle (N)’ in AA 1979 
toqui /tɔx/ [tʰɔkʰ] ‘elbow’ 29  
toqum /tɔxəm/ [tʰɔχəm] ‘saddlecloth’ 1464 ‘saddle’ in AA 1979 
torγa /tɔrəx/ [tʰɔrəx] ‘silk’ 1393  
tosu /tɔs/ [tʰɔs] ‘oil’ 54  
tour /tɔr/ [tʰɔr] ‘net’ 93  
töge /tuu/ [tʰuː] ‘inch’ --  
tögene|kü /tuunəx/ [tʰuːnəx] ‘cauterize with 
moxa’ -- 
 
törü|kü /turəx/ [tʰurəx] ‘be born’ 395  
törül /turəl/ [tʰurəɬ] ‘relatives’ --   
tuγul /tʊgɑl/ [tʰʊɣəɬ] ‘calf’ 69 
‘beef; cow; 
bull’ in AA 
1979 
tul|qu /tʊlɑx/ [tʰʊləx] ‘lean on’ --  
tulγaγuri /tʊlguur/ [tʰʊlɣuːr] ‘pillar’ 575  
tunu|qu /tʊnɑx/ [tʰʊnəx] ‘settle to the bottom’ --  
tusa /tʊs/ [tʰʊs] ‘profit; gain; 
interest’ 1345 
 
tügükei /tuuxee/ [tʰuːxeː] ‘raw’ 913  
tüyimer /tiimər/ [tʰiːmər] ‘burning; fire’ 595  
tüle|kü /tuləx/ [tʰuləx] ‘make a fire; burn’ 1892  
tüliy_e /tulee/ [tʰuleː] ‘fuel; firewood’ 1367  
tülki|kü /tulgəx/ [tʰulɣəx] ‘push’ 308  
tüme /tum/ [tʰum] ‘ten thousand’ 684  
učara|qu /tɑɑrɑx/ [tʰɑːrəχ] ‘meet’ 402  
udaγan /ʊdɑɑn/ [ʊtɑːn] ‘slow’ 447  
udaγan /ɑɑǰʊʊ; ʊdɑɑn/ [ɑːʧʊː; ʊtɑːn] ‘slowly’ 963  
uuγu|qu /ʊʊx/ [ʊːx] ‘drink’ 329  
uγuraγ /ʊʊrɑx/ [ʊːrəχ] ‘colostrum’ 528 ‘milk’ in AA 1979 
uγuta /ʊʊt/ [ʊːtʰ] ‘sack; bag’ 103  
ugiya|qu /ʊgɑɑx/ [ʊɢɑːqʰ] ‘wash’ 354  
ukila|qu /ɶɶləx/ [ɶːləx] ‘weep’ 292  










ula /xuləə ʊl/ [xuləː ʊɬ] ‘sole of foot’ 33 ‘leg; foot’ in AA 1979 
ulaγan /ʊlɑɑn/ [ʊlɑːn] ‘red’ 479  
uliyasu /ʊlɑɑs/ [ʊlɑːs] ‘poplar’ --  
umba|qu /ʊmɑx/ [ʊməx] ‘swim’ 338  
umdaγas|qu /ʊndɑɑsɑx/ [ʊndɑːsəχ] ‘be thirsty’ 332  
unta|qu /untɑx/ [untʰəχ] ‘sleep’ 325  
una|qu /ʊnɑx/ [ʊnəχ] ‘fall’ 384; 840  
unaγ_a /ʊnɑx/ [ʊnɑqʰ] ‘one-year-old horse’ 98 ‘horse’ in AA 1979 
ungγu|qu /ʊŋɑs ɑldɑx/ [ʊŋəs ɑltəx] ‘fart’ 1648  
ungγasu /ʊŋɑs/ [ʊŋəs] ‘wool’ 1391  
ungsi|qu /ʊnšɑx/ [ʊnʃəx] ‘read’ 359  
uniyar /ʊnææ/ [ʊnæː] ‘mist; haze’ --  
unu|qu /ʊnɑx/ [ʊnəqʰ] ‘ride; mount’ 409  
unuγ_a /ʊnɑɑ/ [ʊnɑː] ‘riding horse’ 98 ‘horse’ in AA 1979 
uqu|qu /ʊxɑx/ [ʊχəχ] ‘dig’ 379  
uran /ʊrɑn/ [ʊrən] ‘artistic’ --  
uri|qu /ʊrɑx; ǰɑlɑx/ [ʊrəx; ʧɑləx] ‘invite’ 1838  
uridu /ʊrdɑ/ [ʊrtə] ‘ancient times; 
before’ 659; 661 
 
urǰinun /ʊrǰiin/ [ʊrʧiːn] ‘the year before last’ 1068  
urtu /ʊrtɑɑ/ [ʊrtʰɑː] ‘long; length’ 455  
uruγu /ʊrʊʊ/ [ʊrʊː] ‘down; toward’ 274  
uruγul /ʊrʊʊl/ [ʊrʊːɬ] ‘lip’ 10  
urus|qu /ʊrsɑx/ [ʊrsəχ] ‘flow; stream’ 380  
usu /ʊs/ [ʊs] ‘water’ 143  
utasu /ʊtɑs/ [ʊtʰəs] ‘thread’ 77  
utu|qu /ʊtɑx/ [ʊtʰəx] ‘smoke; fumigate’ --  
utuγ_a /ʊtɑɑ/ [ʊtʰɑː] ‘smoke’ 149  
uya|qu /ʊjɑx/ [ʊjəx] ‘connect; fasten; 
bind’ 801; 805 
 
üde /udəlii/ [utəliː] ‘afternoon (noon)’ 169  
üde /ud/ [ut] ‘midday; noon’ 1057  
üdesi /udeš/ [uteʃ] ‘evening’ 170  
üge /ug/ [uk] ‘language; speech’ 243  










ügei /ugue/ [uɡue] ‘not; nonexistent; 
without’ 426 
 
ügüle|kü /ugləx/ [ukləx] ‘talk (V)’ 285  
üyile /yyl/ [yːɬ] ‘action’ --  
üǰe|kü /uǰəx/ [uʧəx] ‘look; see’ 275  
üǰügür /uǰuur/ [uʧuːr] ‘point; tip’ 739  
üker /ugər/ [uɣər] ‘beef; cow; bull’ 69  
ükü|kü /ugəx/ [uɣəx] ‘die’ 397  
ülege|kü /uldəx/ [ultəx] ‘leave’ 1674  
üliye|kü /puləəx/ [pʰuləːx] ‘blow (V)’ 386  










ün_e /un/ [un] ‘price; cost’ 598  
ünege /unəx/ [unəx] ‘fox’ 1579  
ünen /unən/ [unən] ‘truly’ 958  
ünen /unən ʊčɑr/ [unən ʊʧʰər] ‘truth’ 1003  
ünesü /unəs/ [unəs] ‘ash’ 150  
üniy_e /unəə/ [unəː] ‘cow’ --  
ünür /unər/ [unər] ‘smell; scent; odour’ 58  
ünürte|kü /unərtəx/ [unərtʰəx] ‘smell’ 278  
ür_e /ur/ [ur] ‘seed’ 127  
üsü /us/ [us] ‘hair’ 2; 42  
üsüg /usəg/ [usək] ‘letter’ 240  
üsür|kü /usrəx/ [usrəx] ‘jump’ 318  
yabu|qu /jæbɑx/ [jæβəχ] ‘go’ 413  
yabaγan /jɑbgɑn/ [jɑβʁən] ‘on foot’ 316 ‘walk (V)’ in AA 1979 
yada|qu /jædɑx/ [jætəx] ‘be unable’ --  
yaγu /jʊʊ/ [jʊː] ‘what; anything; 
something’ 253 
 
yaγum_a /jim/ [jim] ‘thing’ 81  
yambar; 
yamar /jɑmɑr/ [jɑmər] ‘what kind of’ 956 
 
yar_a /jir/ [jir] ‘ulcer’ 41 ‘pus’ in AA 1979 
yasu /jis/ [jis] ‘bone’ 45  
yeke /jəx; lɔɔ/ [jəx; lɔː] ‘big; large’ 427  










yere /jir/ [jir] ‘ninety’ 682  
yisü /jis/ [jis] ‘nine’ 187  
yosu /jɔs/ [jɔs] ‘rule; doctrine’ --  
Abbreviations 
Chi. Chinese 
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